
FREEMAN PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEO 
My experience for 28 years as a professional wedding photographer has helped to set the 
stage for the development of my own personal style. My style is fun, relaxed and candid 
with a blend of journalistic / traditional. 
 
One thing that remained consistent, however, was that any picture that made it into my 
final portfolio came from a shoot where I was relaxed, comfortable and had fun with the 
photographer. This is why I spend a lot of time making sure that the atmosphere is fun and 
relaxed and that you are comfortable and enjoying yourself in front of the camera. 
 
My goal at the end of the shoot is that you have pictures you are thrilled with, have 
exceeded your expectations and, most importantly, are actually usable for the purpose 
they were intended for. (Whether this is a professional shot for a talent agency, to build up 
your own working portfolio, a family portrait for you to cherish or an album of memories to 
remind you of a special occasion or event). 
 
If you are interested in hiring a professional photographer or have additional questions 
about my services or availability, please call me directly at 661-312-2525.  
 
 
I have an $1299 STANDARD package that offers Unlimited Photography with 6 hours of 
Photographers’ Time. Also our beautiful 10” x 8” leathette bound Wedding Album in your 
choice of color, with 60 images of your choice that are designed in a magazine 
style layout. These albums are custom made with original page designs. FREE 
Engagement Portrait Session with your choice of locations. 
 
Our $1599 DELUXE package offers Unlimited Photography with 8 hours of Photographers’ 
Time. Also our beautiful 10”x10” leathette bound Wedding album in your choice of colors,  
is included with 80 images of your choice that are designed in a magazine style layout on 
15- 20” x 10”x prints, (15 page 30 sided album). FREE Engagement Portrait Session with 
your choice of locations. 
 
 
Our $3850 ULTIMATE offers Unlimited Photography and Photographers’ Time, with a     
14 x 11 Leather bound album in your choice of colors and 30-14x11 prints. Use 90 images 
of your choice as we design in a magazine style layout format for your approval.  One    
11” x 14” frame ready wall portrait is included from your engagement portrait session.  
Additionally, TWO leathette parent albums are included as an exact copy of your wedding 
album selection, but in a 10x8 format, with your choice of colors. A High resolution DVD of 
all Images suitable for printing, and a FREE Engagement Portrait Session with your choice 
of locations. is part of this package! 
  
* Packages Include web posting or your entire events images for everyone to see, share 
or order from, and a FREE Engagement Portrait Session with your choice of locations. 
 
You will also receive a free "Keepsake DVD" of your chosen images,  produced into a 
multimedia slideshow DVD, playable in any DVD player for all to enjoy. Just tell us your 
favorite music to have us put it to. 

 


